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Abstract
We devise an interpretation of a binarised de4nite logic program in a geometric framework
which is closer to Dynamical Systems than to Logic. The building blocks of our framework are
a family of a6ne sub-modules in a free 4nitely generated module over a special kind of ring.
We describe SLD-resolution of de4nite binary programs as the iterated action of a 4nite union
of a6ne graphs, associated to the program clauses, on a certain set of a6ne varieties associated
to the original syntactic terms. This action is shown to faithfully represent the running of the
corresponding program on a given goal, since all answers and only those answers the program
would output are obtained. Hence, a programming language such as pure Prolog completely falls
within our description.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The SLD-resolution algorithm, or one of its variants, is at the heart of Logic Pro-
gramming (LP) [24] and thus of any real programming language such as Prolog. It
is an algorithm which iteratively applies the program rules to goals so as to generate
new goals, until eventually the empty goal is reached. This case is interpreted in LP as
the construction of a refutation which proves that the goals are logical consequences
of the rules. The rules are made to act by the appropriate application of a so called
syntactic 1 most general uni&er (m.g.u.), using the SLD-resolution algorithm.
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: rbf@mat.upm.es (R.N. Banerjee).
1 We shall not address here uni4cation in equational theories.
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Some previous work of one of the authors had hinted the possibility of using a
somewhat linear algebraic framework to describe some of the issues close to LP. This
was done within the algebraic framework of a free-module over the so-called Ring
of 2-tangles, a local non-commutative ring with unit and no zero divisors (see [1,
Proposition 15.15] for a characterisation of such rings), isomorphic to the ring of non-
commuting formal power series in two variables over the 4eld Z2 (see [9–12]). This
prompted two questions:
(1) Can we soundly speak about uni4cation in free modules and, if so, does this con-
cept of uni4cation have anything to do with standard uni4cation, i.e. as understood
in LP?
(2) Can SLD-resolution be described in this free-module framework and, if so, can
we reproduce the semantics LP assigns to a program?
The 4rst we answered to the a6rmative in three pieces of work: The 4rst [3] showed
that it is possible to soundly introduce a concept of uni4cation, where terms are under-
stood to be the elements (called M-terms) in a given free R-module M over certain
kind of rings R, in such a manner as to obtain an m.g.u and a uni4cation concept which
satis4es the same abstract properties as syntactic uni4cation in term algebras (i.e. the
usual one). The second was obtained in [4] where the link between both uni4cation
concepts was established, showing that, under certain reasonable hypotheses, they are
completely equivalent. The third [5], opened the way to the geometric interpretation
given here, by showing that syntactic uni4cation of terms may be described in purely
geometrical terms, as the intersection of certain subsets in a &nitely generated free
module, which are the analogous of a6ne subspaces in vector spaces.
The answer to the second is the purpose of the present paper. We show here how
to every de4nite program clause there corresponds an a6ne graph, which is also a
linear a6ne subspace. Hence, to a logic program there corresponds a 4nite union of
a6ne graphs, which we term a linear a6ne variety, whose iterated action produces the
derivations (i.e. the iterated application of uni4ers on which SLD-resolution consists)
of the original program. The graphs act on a specially tailored but rather general space:
The collection of those a6ne subspaces in the free-module, which are associated to
syntactic terms, in the manner described in [5]. This action is shown to be, in a
theoretical sense, completely equivalent to running the corresponding program on a
given goal, since all answers and only those answers the program would output are
obtained.
Though uni4cation of symbolic expressions has been widely studied (see [2] for an
extensive review) and several 4x-point methods have been used to assign semantics to a
logic program via the so called “4rst step or immediate consequence operator”, both in
a model theoretic/lattice setting [24], metric spaces [16] and some of its generalisations
[20], we believe this to be the 4rst time a geometric description of logic programs in
terms of a6ne linear varieties in a free module, is given in the literature.
The paper is conceived so as to be as self-contained as an acceptable length may
allow. Hence we aim at providing all necessary background on which to base the
description presented. In this spirit, the 4rst section contains a short and rather informal
review of LD-resolution as applied to Prolog, which we use to introduce some of the
notation and general ideas used in the sequel. In particular, we introduce binarised
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Prolog programs, and brieIy discuss the issues involved in their use, since these are
the kind of programs we shall interpret. We continue revising those concepts and results
from our previous works [3,4] to be needed in the sequel, additionally presenting some
extensions to them which, though direct consequences of the former, are required for
the geometric interpretation given.
We continue addressing the geometrical interpretation proper. We begin with a dis-
cussion which shall motivate the general procedure to be followed. Based on the work
in [5], we then introduce the concept of a rule, to be the analogous of a program clause
in our formalism, and study its action on an a6ne ground subspace. Using these, we
further introduce the rule corresponding to the implementation of a program clause,
and show that the action produced by a single such rule indeed describes the semantics
of deriving a goal via a single step of the corresponding SLD-resolution. To include
programs with several clauses in our geometric description, we then study the prop-
erties of 4nite unions of a6ne linear subspaces, and show that their decompositions
are, under certain hypotheses, essentially unique. This leads us to introduce the con-
cept of a linear variety, very much in the spirit of those well-known 4nite unions of
algebraic varieties in algebraic geometry (for instance, see [17]). We then address the
action of a rule on a linear variety, by means of which we shall devise the geometric
interpretation for binary programs. We choose to restrict to these since they provide
a simpli4ed syntactical form with respect to de4nite Prolog programs and moreover
pose no loss of generality. We begin by extending from [4] the notion of a faithful
implementation of a term algebra in a free module and de4ne the concept of a binary
program implementation induced by a faithful implementation. This gives rise to an
a6ne graph, whose action on the set of linear varieties we term an ALV. The iter-
ated action of the corresponding ALV we show to produce all 4nite derivations of the
original program. It is this last iterated action that closely resembles those dynamical
systems used to generate fractals via so called a6ne Iterated Function Systems (IFS)
(see for instance [8]). It is thus that we attain a geometric interpretation of a binarised
de4nite logic program which is closer to dynamical systems than to the standard logic
interpretation. We end up the paper discussing our results in the light of some related
work and giving some hints on ongoing spin-oKs of this work and several suggestions
for further developments.
2. Pure Prolog, Bin-Prolog and LD-resolution
Prolog may be considered as a paradigmatic LP language. Here we shall only brieIy
review those aspects which are needed to place our work in context. We refer the
interested reader to the ample bibliography on the subject, from which we may single
out the standard texts [13,30].
The general action of a (pure 2) Prolog program, when given a list of goals G1; : : : ; Gk ,
proceeds by selecting the left most goal in the list, G1 and the 4rst clause (in the order
they are given in the program) whose head uni4es with G1, say H1: −B1; : : : ; Bn,
2 That is, with no cut and all conveniences such as database operations, IO operations, etc. removed.
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renaming the variables in the clause, and trying to unify in the most general possible
manner, i.e. to 4nd =mgu(H1; G1). If it succeeds, it will then apply the obtained
m.g.u.  to the body of the selected clause to obtain (B1); : : : ; (Bn), also apply 
to the pending list of goals G2; : : : ; Gn, i.e. (G2); : : : ; (Gk) and add the former as a
new goal list to the beginning of the transformed list of pending goals, i.e. to obtain
(B1); : : : ; (Bn); (G2); : : : ; (Gk). If it fails, it will try the next “4tting” clause and
proceed as before. If there is no other “4tting” clause it will halt with a failure.
This resolution rule used by Prolog is called LD-resolution since the selection rule
“from left to right” has been chosen.
2.1. Binary de&nite prolog programs
Binarisation of logic programs [31] comprises a well-known collection of transfor-
mations which uses continuation-based techniques [34], closely related to fold/unfold
transformations [26] normally employed to improve e6ciency. However, this process,
when applied to general programs, usually leads to a program that departs from de4nite
logic programs, “strictu sensu”. Indeed, variables may occur in both argument and goal
positions. This is also true for predicate symbols. Thus, strictly speaking, general binary
programs cannot be considered as logic programs, in the usual Horn clause sense [24],
though they easily adapt to Prolog. Nevertheless, when restricted to de4nite programs,
computed answers for both versions may be shown to coincide [32].
In our work, we shall restrict to this class, and thus talk of binarised de4nite Prolog
programs. These are a reduced family of programs which show a specially simple
syntax: Any clause has either an atom or a variable in the body. However, they pose
no loss of generality since there exists a transformation which binarises any Prolog
program and thus allows to represent logic programs with operationally equivalent
binary programs [33]. As we said, we shall address de4nite programs; hence, we limit
our description to this class.
Binarisation is eKected by means of a transformation # which inserts a term t as
the last argument in another term or atom T = q(t1; : : : ; tn), i.e. we de4ne. 3
# (T; t) = q(t1; : : : ; tn; t):
Moreover, let Cont be a new variable. Then, the binarisation transformation of a de4nite
Prolog program P is de4ned as follows:
(1) Every fact F in P is transformed into a clause of the form F ′≡F : −true, and
then binarised.
(2) Every clause, C ≡H : −B1; : : : ; Bn in P and all transformed facts are recast into
the binary clause form
C′ ≡# (H;Cont): −# (B1;# (B2; : : : ;# (Bn; Cont); : : :)):
Finally, the “clause”, true(Cont): −Cont is added so as to be able to eliminate true as
a predicate. Note that this last expression is not a Horn clause in the usual sense, since
3 Since # changes the arity of the symbols, in a more rigorous fashion, we would need rename the
symbols since arity is normally assumed to be a function. This is certainly not a problem.
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its body only consists on the variable Cont. The set P′ of binarised clauses C′ and
binarised transformed facts F ′ is called the binarisation of P. Thus, binarised programs
show indeed a considerable syntactic simpli4cation. We shall take advantage of this
fact when building our geometric interpretation.
Each LD-resolution step of a de4nite program P is equivalent to an SLD-resolution
step of the binarised program P′. Indeed, if G is any atomic goal, and we let G′= #
(G; true), then all computed answers obtained querying P with G are the same as those
obtained querying P′ with G′. Thus, there is no loss of generality when assuming a
binarised form for de4nite Prolog programs. Note that successful derivations, and thus
computed answers for de4nite programs binarised in this manner, are attained when
the goal true is reached, rather than the empty goal, as is the case for usual programs.
3. The free module framework: de"nitions and previous results
It is a well-known fact that most of the results pertaining dimension (and therefore,
rank) in vector spaces do not hold in general for modules over a general ring. How-
ever, free modules do have a basis and hence homomorphisms are speci4ed by 4xing
the images of the generators. Thus, inspired on the previous work referred to in the
introduction, and to avoid many technical problems, we shall consider free modules as
the type of underlying spaces for our description.
In what follows, we shall attempt to brieIy recall all those concepts needed to place
our present work in context.
3.1. Notations
This section is devoted to establish part of the notation needed in the sequel. We
refer the reader to the extensive review by Baader and Snyder [2] for the required
de4nitions pertaining to syntactic uni4cation. We just restate some of them here to
ease the reading.
As usual, we let a type [7] be a pair (S; ar) where S is a set and ar : S→N is a
function. 4 Assuming we have 4xed a type (S; ar) and a denumerable set of variables X
such that X ∩ S = ∅, we shall consider the (S; ar)-algebra T (X ), 5 free over X . Then a
term is any element in T (X ). For any t ∈T (X ) we let var(t) denote the set of variables
on which it depends, while size(t) denote its size, de4ned as usual (see for instance
[25]). We let a substitution  be any endomorphism  :T (X )→T (X ) such that for
almost all 6 x∈X veri4es: (x)= x. We further denote the set of all substitutions in
T (X ) by ST (X ). Observe that though this de4nition of a substitution diKers from the
usual one in terms of so called variable bindings [2,24], they are equivalent since for
free objects, the homomorphisms are 4xed by the images of the generators.
4 We assume 0∈N.
5 Since all free objects of a given signature over the same set X are isomorphic, we speak of the free
algebra over X .
6 That is, but for a 4nite number of them.
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The term pairs {(ti; t′i )}i=1;:::;n are said to unify (or, equivalently, the syntactic uni4ca-
tion problem  ≡{t1 = ?t′1; : : : ; tn= ?t′n} is solvable) if there exists ∈ST (X ) such that
(ti)= (t′i ), i=1; : : : ; n and then  is called a (syntactic) uni&er of {(tn; t′n)}i=1;:::;n.
Finally, if {(ti; t′i )}i=1;:::;n unify, a uni4er  is called an m.g.u. if for every other uni4er
′, there exists an !∈ST (X ) such that ′= ! ◦ , where ◦ denotes composition. 7
3.2. Uni&cation in free modules
We now review from [3] those concepts and results pertaining uni4cation in free
modules which are needed in the sequel.
We let I be an in4nite set and consider the left R-module, R an arbitrary ring (not
necessarily commutative) with unit, free over I which we denoted by M. This is the
set of functions (see, for instance [22]) 8
M = {˜t : I→R| for almost all i ∈ I; t˜(i) = 0}: (1)
If we let e˜i denote the characteristic functions for the singletons, i.e. the elements in
M of the form ${i} where i∈ I , and denote by ti the image t˜(i), for any t˜ ∈M, then,
we may write any element in the module M as: t˜=
∑
i∈I t
ie˜i, the sum being 4nite by
construction. Finally, we select a denumerable subset X ⊂ I . With these de4nitions we
de4ned the objects to be dealt with:
De"nition 3.1 (M-terms and substitutions). (1) We let an M-term be any element in
M.
(2) We refer to the elements in {e˜i|i∈X } as “variables”, while those in {e˜i|i∈ I−X }
as “symbols”.
(3) A substitution  is any endomorphism  :M→M such that
(a) for almost all i∈X : (e˜i)= e˜i,
(b) for all i∈ I − X : (e˜i)= e˜i.
We further denote the set of all substitutions by SM and let ˜i denote the image (e˜i),
for any ∈SM. Hence, we may write for any t˜ ∈M, (˜t)=
∑
i∈I t
i˜i.
Note that, even though X is assumed in4nite, and substitutions are homomorphisms,
thus de4ned for all variables, they aKect only a 4nite number of them. Moreover, sub-
stitutions leave invariant all symbols. The analogous of the standard concepts pertaining
to uni4cation were de4ned as follows.
De"nition 3.2 (Uni4cation and uni4ers in M). (1) The collection of M-term pairs
{(t˜i ; t˜′i )}i=1;:::;n unify if there exists ∈SM such that: (t˜i − t˜′i )= 0˜; i=1; : : : ; n, and
then  is called a uni&er for the collection {(t˜i ; t˜′i )}i=1;:::;n.
7 Note that our convention is that substitutions act on terms from the left, contrary to the usual one in
LP.
8 Or in a rather more algebraic phrasing, the direct external sum (see [1]) ⊕i∈I Ri , where for all i∈ I ,
Ri =R.
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(2) If the terms {(t˜i ; t˜′i )}i=1;:::;n unify, the substitution  is a most general uni&er
(m.g.u.) if:
(a)  is a uni4er for the collection {(t˜i ; t˜′i )}i=1;:::;n and
(b) for any other uni4er ′ of {(t˜i ; t˜′i )}i=1;:::;n, there exists !∈SM such that
′= ! ◦ .
Observe that these de4nitions exactly match the corresponding ones for standard
syntactic uni4cation.
We further showed in [3] that the key point for the existence and uniqueness of an
m.g.u. (in SM) for a given family of M-terms is to have at our disposal a special
fundamental system of solutions to a certain linear system of equations. In this regard,
we required R to be such that for any system of linear homogeneous equations there
exists a fundamental solution set with less parameters than unknowns. In absence, to
the best of our knowledge, of a standard naming convention for this type of rings,
we had termed them as DF-rings, for “rings with a dimension-like property for the
fundamental set of solutions”. Thus we made the following.
Hypothesis 1 (DF-rings). For any non-null matrix A∈Mm×n(R), there exists a system
of column matrices Z1; : : : ; Zr ∈Mn×1(R)), with 06r¡n and such that: 9
(1) for all X ∈Mn×1(R): AX =0⇔ ∃)1; : : : ; )r ∈R, such that X =
∑r
i=1 Z
i)i;
(2) for any )1; : : : ; )r ∈R:
∑r
i=1 Z
i)i =0 ⇒ )1 = · · ·= )r =0.
Condition (1) requires the set of column matrices Z1; : : : ; Zr to parametrically gen-
erate the solutions, with strictly less parameters than unknowns. Condition (2) requires
this set of column matrices to be free on the right. 10 These two are trivially satis4ed
by any 4eld K and also by some rings such as Z, however, for general rings this is
not necessarily the case (e.g. the ring Mn(K) of square matrices of order n¿1 over
the 4eld K).
Under this hypothesis, we were able to prove in [3] the following existence 11 and
“uniqueness” theorem.
Theorem 3.3 (Existence and “uniqueness” of the m.g.u.). Let M be a free module
over a DF-ring and assume that {(t˜k ; t˜′k)}k=1:::n unify. Then:
(1) There exists ∈SM an m.g.u. for {(t˜k ; t˜′k)}k=1:::n.
(2) Let ; ′ ∈SM be two m.g.u.’s for {(t˜k ; t˜′k)}k=1:::n. Then, there exists a substitution
!∈SM such that ′= ! ◦ , and with ! an isomorphism.
This last result provides the corresponding for the well-known existence and uniqueness
modulo isomorphism (i.e. variable renaming) of the m.g.u in term algebras.
9 The value r=0 corresponds to the case when the only solution is the null vector, and thus the funda-
mental set of solutions is void.
10 The notion of “freeness” being the same as in vector spaces.
11 Existence may be shown under slightly weaker hypotheses, i.e. the fundamental system of solutions need
not have less parameters that unknowns. See [3] for further details.
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3.3. Implementations in free modules
As said in the Introduction, in [4] we showed how syntactic uni4cation of terms
could be embedded in a free module. This was done by introducing the concept of
an implementation, which is de4ned to be an injective function from a given term
algebra into another free object in a diKerent category, but which carries over a gen-
eralised form of the so-called Uni&cation Axiom (see [2] for a de4nition). We further
showed that any of these implementations induces a faithful representation (see for
instance [28]) of the semi-group of substitutions of a term algebra in an appropriately
chosen semi-group of homomorphisms in the target structure and that this representa-
tion transforms syntactic uni4ers into uni4ers in the target structure. Moreover, when
an implementation veri4ed the property “any uni&cation problem is solvable in the
target free module if and only if it is so in the original term algebra”, we quali4ed
the implementation as faithful. We further showed that an implementation is faithful
if and only if it satis4es a condition which is precisely the translation into the lan-
guage of the module of the well-known “occurs-check”. We now brieIy review these
results.
Recall that in De4nition 3.1 we had selected a denumerable subset X ⊂ I . Since in
a free module there are no syntactic variables as such, we chose within the set of
generators e˜i those corresponding to the indices in X to represent “variables” while
those corresponding to the indices in I − X to represent “symbols”. In this spirit, we
introduce the following de4nition of an implementation in a free module.
De"nition 3.4 (Implementation in a free module). Let I be an in4nite set and R an
arbitrary ring with unit (not necessarily commutative), and let M=R(I), i.e. the left
R-module, free over I (recall Eq. (1)). Moreover, let X ⊂ I be denumerable, and T (X )
a term algebra over the set X . We then say that the function I :T (X )→M is an
implementation of T (X ) in M if:
(1) ∀x∈X , ∀t ∈T (X ), I(t)= e˜x ⇔ t= x,
(2) for any two terms f(t1; : : : ; tn) and f′(t′1; : : : ; t
′
m) in T (X ), (where possibly n and/or
m may be 0), and any two substitutions ; ′ in SM, the equality (I(f(t1;
: : : ; tn)))= ′(I(f′(t′1; : : : ; t
′
m)) holds if and only if
(a) f=f′, n=m, and
(b) ∀i=1; : : : ; n (I(ti))= ′(I(t′i )).
The function I, as de4ned above, may be easily shown to be injective, as desired.
Some important properties satis4ed by implementations on free modules are summarised
in the following.
Proposition 3.5 (Consistency conditions). Let T (X ) and M be as in De&nition 3.4,
and let I :T (X )→M be a given implementation. Then the following
hold:
(1) To every substitution ∈ST (X ), there corresponds a unique substitution O∈SM
such that: O ◦I=I ◦ ;
(2) (a) idM= idT (X ),
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(b) For any , !∈ST (X ):  ◦ != O ◦ O!,
(c) If ∈ST (X ) is a uni&er for {(tj; t′j)}j=1;:::;n then O∈SM is a uni&er for {(I(tj),
I(t′j))}j=1;:::;n;
(3) For t˜ ∈M, let var t˜≡{i∈X | ti =0}. Then, for any t ∈T (X ), var(t)= varI(t).
Some comments on the above proposition are pertinent: Property (1) shows that a
term substitution may be extended via implementation into a substitution in the module
in a unique and commutative (diagram) manner. Properties (2) show that the mean-
ings of identity and composition are preserved when implementing in free modules.
Thus, indeed, any implementation I induces a faithful representation of the semi-group
(ST (X ); ◦) in the semi-group (SM; ◦), (◦ denoting composition) which transforms any
syntactic uni4er into a uni4er in the sense of the module. Finally, Property (3) shows
that syntactic variables retain their meaning and thus are properly handled by imple-
mentations.
We would like to stress that Proposition 3.5 is valid for implementations in free
modules over arbitrary rings with unit (possibly non-commutative). This is also the
case for the following main theorem, which shows that the extension of an m.g.u. into
the module, via an implementation, is also an m.g.u.
Theorem 3.6 (Transfer of a syntactic m.g.u.). Let T (X ) and M be as in De&nition
3.4. Moreover, let I :T (X )→M be a given implementation. Then, if  is an m.g.u.
for {(tj; t′j)}j=1;:::;n, O is an m.g.u. for the M-terms {(I(tj);I(t′j))}j=1;:::;n.
In this way, any implementation of a term algebra in a free module over an arbitrary
ring with unit always transfers a syntactic m.g.u. to a substitution in the module which
is a m.g.u. for the implemented terms. Further, if the module were built over a DF-
ring, by the existence and uniqueness Theorem 3.3, we would have uniqueness modulo
isomorphism for the m.g.u. in the module and the implementation would assign this
m.g.u to the original syntactic m.g.u.
Observe that Property 2(c) in Proposition 3.5 clearly implies that whenever terms
unify, then their corresponding implemented M-terms do so too. However, is the con-
verse statement true? We formalised this idea via the following de4nition of a faithful
implementation.
De"nition 3.7 (Faithful implementation). An implementation I :T (X )→M is said
to be faithful if whenever the implemented terms {(I(tj);I(t′j))}j=1;:::;n unify in M
implies that {(tj; t′j)}j=1;:::;n unify in T (X ).
The following theorem gives a necessary and su6cient condition for the faithfulness
of an implementation in a free module.
Theorem 3.8 (Faithful implementations). Let T (X ) and M be as in De&nition 3.4.
Then, the implementation I :T (X )→M is faithful if and only if ∀x∈X;∀t ∈ (T (X )−
{x}): If (e˜x;I(t)) unify, then e˜x =∈ varI(t).
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Observe that this condition is just the translation into the language of the module of the
well-known “occurs-check” property of syntactic uni4cation, i.e. if the variable x∈X
and the term t ∈ (T (X )− {x}) unify, then x =∈ var(t).
That a faithful implementation in a free module over a DF-ring is a non-void
concept was shown in [4] by exhibiting a procedure by means of which any term
algebra T (X ) may be faithfully implemented in the free module over a so called semi-
group ring [1, p. 25]. This is de4ned as follows: Let S be a 4nite set (of symbols)
S= {s1; : : : ; sk} and let S∗ be the free monoid over S, i.e. the set of words (including
the empty word /) formed with the symbols in S. As usual, if w1; w2 ∈S∗ are two
words we shall denote by w1w2 the word formed by concatenating both, and by len(w)
the length of the word w∈S∗. Now, given a 4eld K, we shall denote by KS∗ the
semi-group ring of S∗ over K which is de4ned as 12
KS∗ = {P :S∗→K|for almost all w∈S∗; P(w) = 0}: (2)
In KS∗ a sum and product are de4ned thus:
(P + Q)(w) = P(w) + Q(w); (PQ)(w) =
∑
rt=w
P(r)Q(t); r; t; w ∈ S∗: (3)
Note that we may regard the elements in KS∗ as a kind of non-commuting polynomials
with coe6cients in the 4eld K . The ring KS∗ may be shown to be a DF-ring (see
[4]).
Implementations of terms will be extended in the second part of the present work so
as to handle the implementation of binarised de4nite programs. However, we now give
a new result which somewhat sheds further light on the question about the relationship
between syntactic substitutions and ours in the module, showing that any implementa-
tion I preserves the instantiation ordering relation of terms. This result is important
to show that the geometric interpretation devised below indeed gives the same answers
as the corresponding binarised de4nite program does.
3.4. Implementations reproduce the poset structure in T (X )
It is well known in LP that it is possible to de4ne a (partial) order relation on the
set of terms T (X ) in the following way: If t; t′ ∈T (X ) we write t t′ if there exists
∈ST (X ) such that (t)= t′. In this case, t′ is said to be an instance of t. Moreover,
if t; t′ ∈T (X ) verify t t′ and t′ t, they are said to be variants, denoted t≈ t′, and it
may then be shown (see for instance [24, p. 22]) that there exists a variable renaming
3 (i.e. with fresh variables, which makes 3 invertible) such that 3(t)= t′. Quite clearly,
≈ induces an equivalence relation on T (X ). It is simple to see that the relation  is
a quasi-order on T (X ) which, as usual, induces a partial order 6 on the quotient set
T (X )=≈ thus making (T (X )= ≈;6) a poset. 13 The question, however, is how the
poset structure is transferred into the module M by implementations.
12 Note again that this is just K(S∗) = ⊕S∗ K.
13 It may even be endowed with a lattice structure [23].
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In this regard, for any t˜; t˜′ ∈M=R(S∪X ), let us use the same notation t˜ t˜′, if there
exists a substitution ∈SM such that (˜t)= t˜′, and t˜≈ t˜′ if both t˜ t˜′ and t˜′ t˜. We
correspondingly say that t˜′ is an instance of t˜ and that t˜; t˜′ are variants. Moreover,
we extend these concepts into the Cartesian products of both the term algebra T (X )
and the module M. Thus, for any n-tuple of terms (t1; : : : ; tn)∈T (X )n we denote by
(t1; : : : ; tn) the n-tuple ((t1); : : : ; (tn))∈T (X )n and say that (t1; : : : ; tn) (t′1; : : : ; t′n) if
there exists ∈ST (X ) such that (ti)= t′i , for all i=1; : : : ; n. Moreover, we say that
(t1; : : : ; tn)≈ (t′1; : : : ; t′n) if both (t1; : : : ; tn) (t′1; : : : ; t′n) and (t′1; : : : ; t′n) (t1; : : : ; tn) hold.
As before, (T (X )n= ≈;6) is a poset. Correspondingly, for any implementation I
we let I(t1; : : : ; tn) denote (I(t1); : : : ;I(tn))∈Mn, and for any ∈SM we extend
its action into the Cartesian product by writing (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)≡ ((t˜1); : : : ; (t˜n)). More-
over, the corresponding quasi-order , equivalence relation ≈ and induced order 6
on M are extended to Mn in the obvious way. With these de4nitions, we have the
following.
Theorem 3.9 (Transfer of the poset structure). Let the term algebra T (X ) contain at
least a constant c0 and I :T (X )→M be any implementation. Then,
(A) For all n∈N and any (t1; : : : ; tn); (t′1; : : : ; t′n)∈T (X )n, the following holds:
I(t1; : : : ; tn)  I(t′1; : : : ; t′n)⇔ (t1; : : : ; tn)  (t′1; : : : ; t′n):
(B) For all n∈N and any (t1; : : : ; tn); (t′1; : : : ; t′n)∈T (X )n, the following holds:
I(t1; : : : ; tn) ≈ I(t′1; : : : ; t′n)⇔ (t1; : : : ; tn) ≈ (t′1; : : : ; t′n):
Proof. Note that (B) is an immediate corollary of (A); thus, we shall prove (A). We
4rst show necessity by induction on n0 =
∑n
i=1 min(size(ti); size(t
′
i )).
(1) If n0 = 1, there are four possible cases:
(a) If t1 is a variable, then t1 t′1.
(b) If t1 is a constant, then (I(t1))=I(t1) for any substitution ∈SM. There-
fore, t1 = t′1 and hence, t1 t′1.
(c) If t′1 is a constant, then (I(t1))=I(t
′
1)= id(I(t
′
1)). Hence, I being an
implementation, t1 cannot be of the form f(t1; : : : ; tr) with r¿1 and therefore,
either t1 is a constant or a variable and we are in either of the previous cases.
(d) If t′1 is a variable, then t1 cannot be a constant since we would have a contra-
diction with case (b). It can neither be of the form f(t1; : : : ; tr) with r¿1 since
then we could take !∈SM the substitution that transforms I(t′1) in I(c0) and
 such that (I(t1))=I(t′1) and we would then have ! ◦ (I(f(t1; : : : ; tr)))=
I(c0), which is not possible since I is an implementation. Therefore, t1 must
be a variable and we are in case (a).
(2) Assume the result true for all n0¡m and let n0 =m. Then, there are two possibil-
ities:
(a) There exists i such that min(size(ti); size(t′i ))¿1. Then, ti must be of the form
f(r1; : : : ; rk) and t′i =f
′(r′1; : : : ; r
′
k′). Now, if for a substitution ∈SM we have
(I(ti))=I(t′i ), then, I being an implementation, we must also have f=f
′,
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k = k ′, and for all j, (I(rj))=I(r′j). Therefore,
I(t1; : : : ; ti−1; r1; : : : ; rk ; ti+1; : : : ; tn)  I(t′1; : : : ; t′i−1; r′1; : : : ; r′k ; t′i+1; : : : ; t′n):
Now, since
n0 =
n∑
j=1
min(size(tj); size(t′j))
=
n∑
j=1;j 	=i
min(size(tj); size(t′j)) + min(size(f(r1; : : : ; rk)); size(f
′(r′1; : : : ; r
′
k)))
=
n∑
j=1;j 	=i
min(size(tj); size(t′j)) + min
(
1 +
k∑
l=1
size(rl); 1 +
k∑
l=1
size(r′l)
)
¿
n∑
j=1;j 	=i
min(size(tj); size(t′j)) + min
(
k∑
l=1
size(rl);
k∑
l=1
size(r′l)
)
¿
n∑
j=1;j 	=i
min(size(tj); size(t′j)) +
k∑
l=1
min(size(rl); size(r′l))
and we may apply the induction hypothesis to obtain
(t1; : : : ; ti−1; r1; : : : ; rk ; ti+1; : : : ; tn)
 (t′1; : : : ; t′i−1; r′1; : : : ; r′k ; t′i+1; : : : ; t′n):
Therefore,
(t1; : : : ; ti−1; f(r1; : : : ; rk ; ); ti+1; : : : ; tn)
 (t′1; : : : ; t′i−1; f(r′1; : : : ; r′k); t′i+1; : : : ; t′n):
(b) For all i, min(size(ti); size(t′i ))= 1. In this case, we know from part (1) in this
proof that for all i either ti is a constant and then we must have ti = t′i , or ti is a
variable. Let ∈SM be a substitution such that
(I(t1; : : : ; tn)) = I(t′1; : : : ; t
′
n)
and consider the substitution !∈ST (X ) de4ned by
!(x) =
{
t′i if x = ti;
x in every other case:
! is well de4ned, since if it happens to be x= ti = tj then !(x)= !(ti)= t′i . But
now, since I(t′i )= (I(ti))= (I(tj))=I(t
′
j), and since I is injective we must
have t′i = t
′
j. Therefore, !(ti)= !(tj).
Note that ! is by construction such that !(t1; : : : ; tn)= (t′1; : : : ; t
′
n). Therefore, (t1; : : : ;
tn) (t′1; : : : ; t′n).
Thus, necessity in (A) is proven. Su6ciency follows from the fact that if ∈ST (X )
is such that (t1; : : : ; tn)= (t′1; : : : ; t
′
n) then the corresponding substitution O∈SM (recall
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the 4rst consistency property in Proposition 3.5) is such that
O(I(t1; : : : ; tn)) = I((t1; : : : ; tn)) = I(t′1; : : : ; t
′
n):
Therefore, (A) is proven.
The above Theorem shows that the order structure is preserved by Cartesian products
and implementations. Hence, instances are taken to instances and variants are also
taken to variants in the module, by any implementation. Thus, the quotient structure is
injected and we may therefore soundly ascertain that the instantiation concept we have
introduced in our free-module formulation is precisely that given in term algebras.
4. A geometric interpretation of uni"cation
From now on, we assume M to be a free module built over a DF-ring R (recall
Hypothesis 1). Moreover, we shall consider M endowed with its natural R-bimodule
structure. 14 It is then a well known fact that the set of leftM-endomorphisms End(M)
acquires a natural right R-module structure (see for instance [22]).
4.1. Ground a>ne subspaces
In [5] we showed that given an M-term t˜ ∈M, the set V (˜t), whose elements are
the images of t˜ by the action of all substitutions in SM, has the structure of an a6ne
subspace 15 of the right R-module M (recall the bimodule structure for M). We then
showed that it is possible to identify uni4cation of M-terms t˜; t˜′ with the intersection
of the corresponding subspaces V (˜t); V (t˜′) and thus, if  is an m.g.u. of t˜; t˜′, we
may refer to the subspace V ((˜t)), corresponding to the uni4ed term, without explicit
reference to the m.g.u.  used. However, this description showed the drawback that, by
construction, the subspace V ((˜t)) is a “huge” object, containing all possible instances
of the generating term produced by all substitutions. Indeed, if we were working in a
vector space rather than a module we would then be dealing with in4nite-dimensional
subspaces. However, in a 4nite syntactic uni4cation problem it is quite obvious that
only a 4nite number of symbols intervene, and thus a 4nite number of generators
should also su6ce in a corresponding geometric formulation of uni4cation within the
module. In this manner, we were led to consider subspaces which are built by linear
combination of only the “symbol” basis vectors, in the hope that they could still soundly
describe uni4cation as intersection of the corresponding, now “ground”, subspaces.
In this regard, recall from Eq. (1) that M=R(I), where I =X ∪ S and X ∩ S = ∅.
Moreover, we had identi4ed the basis vectors e˜i corresponding to the indices i∈X with
14M is then at a time a left R-module and a right R-module, both structures being compatible.
15 By analogy with usual linear spaces, in which an a6ne linear subspace may be described as a point
“plus” a linear subspace, instead of naming them “a6ne submodules”, we slightly abuse the terminology by
using the same name for the analogous structure within a module.
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variables, while those with i∈ S with symbols, thus left invariant by all substitutions
in SM. In this sense, we gave the following.
De"nition 4.1 (Ground M-terms and homomorphisms). (1) We call ground M-terms
the elements of the M-submodule 16
M0 ≡ {˜t ∈M ≡ R(X∪S) | ∀x ∈ X; t˜(x) = 0}:
(2) We call ground endomorphism any h∈End(M) whose image is in M0 and
such that
(a) for all s∈ S, h(e˜s)= e˜s, and
(b) for almost all x∈X , h(e˜x)= 0˜.
Note that ground endomorphisms are not substitutions, since the former assigns the null
vector to almost every variable, while the latter leave almost all variables unchanged
(recall De4nition 3.1). However, ground endomorphisms show an a6ne structure too.
To reveal it we need the following de4nition which introduces the idea of an elementary
endomorphism, which is an endomorphism that annihilates all basis generators except
for possibly a single variable.
De"nition 4.2 (Elementary endomorphism). The left R-module endomorphism h∈End
(M) is said to be elementary if there exists x∈X such that ∀i∈ (X − {x})∪ S,
h(e˜i)= 0˜. We shall denote by E the additive subgroup of (End(M);+) generated by
the elementary endomorphisms, and by E0 the subgroup of the previous which takes
values in M0.
The a6ne structure referred to above is made explicit by the following proposition,
which also recasts the a6ne structure of SM into the new language.
Proposition 4.3. The following properties hold for the R-bimodule M:
(1) E;E0 are submodules of the right R-module End(M),
(2) ∈SM if and only if ∈ Id+ E,
(3) h is a ground endomorphism if and only if h∈8+E0, where the &xed endomor-
phism 8 projects out the “constant” part of a term, i.e.
8 : M → M0
t˜ =
∑
i∈X∪S
tie˜i → 8(˜t) =
∑
s∈S
tse˜s:
We may now de4ne the a6ne ground subspace corresponding to an M-term.
De"nition 4.4 (Associated a6ne ground subspaces). Given anM-term t˜ its associated
a>ne ground subspace is the following subset of M0:
W (˜t) = {h(˜t) ∈M0 | h ∈ 8 + E0}:
16 Note that this submodule is isomorphic to RS and, moreover, for a 4nite S to Rn, where n is the
cardinality of S.
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In general, if (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)∈Mn,
W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) =
{
(h(t˜1); : : : ; h(t˜n)) ∈Mn0 | h ∈ 8 + E0
}
:
Note that each elementary endomorphism acts on all components of a tuple at a
time.
We now shall collect from [5] a series of results which are needed in the sequel.
We refer the reader to this reference for their proofs. The 4rst and rather simple of
them, shows that the adjective “a6ne” is properly used. This is the following.
Proposition 4.5. Let (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)∈Mn. Then W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) is a co-group of a submodule
of the right R-module Mn0.
The next lemma shows that, even though ground subspaces contain only ground M-
terms, they still show monotonicity with respect to inclusion under general substitutions.
The proof, which is no longer trivial, may be found in [5].
Lemma 4.6. Let (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n); (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n)∈Mn. Then, W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)⊂W (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n) if and
only if there exists ∈SM such that (t˜′i )= t˜i ; i=1; : : : ; n;, i.e. t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n t˜1; : : : ; t˜n.
Hence, there is also a poset structure, with respect to set inclusion, for ground
subspaces, equivalent to the poset structure induced on T (X )n by the order relation
(T (X );), where all components must be instantiated by the same substitution.
We now have the theorem that gives a geometrical meaning to uni4cation in the
module, in terms of ground subspaces. Its proof makes use of the above lemma, and
may again be found in [5].
Theorem 4.7. Let (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n); (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n)∈Mn be such that (var t˜1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜n)∩ (var
t˜′1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜′n)= ∅. Then the ground subspaces W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) and W (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n) inter-
sect if and only if (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) and (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n) unify. Moreover, if  is an m.g.u. for
{(t˜k ; t˜′k)}nk=1 then
W ((t˜1); : : : ; (t˜n)) = W ((t˜′1); : : : ; (t˜′n)) = W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) ∩W (t˜′1; : : : ; t˜′n):
We had shown thus that the uni4cation of M-terms which do not share variables is
nothing but the intersection of the corresponding associated subspaces. This is the case
relevant to the rest of the present paper, since the resolution algorithm uses instances of
clauses which do not share variables. However, as we show in [5], the fact of asking
for no common variables among the M-terms poses no practical loss of generality,
since general uni4cation may be obtained from this through an appropriate uni4cation
in M20.
A property of ground subspaces, central to the geometric interpretation presented
below, is the following corollary from the previous theorem. Though the proof may
also be found in [5] we reproduce it here since it constitutes a simple example of the
techniques to be used later, and thus may aid the reader.
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Corollary 4.8. The intersection of any two ground subspaces is either empty or an-
other ground subspace.
Proof. If (var t˜1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜n)∩ (var t˜′1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜′n)= ∅ there is nothing to prove, since
then we are under the hypotheses of the previous theorem. Thus, assume (var t˜1 ∪ · · · ∪
var t˜n)∩ (var t˜′1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜′n) = ∅ and let (var t˜1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜n)= {x1; : : : ; xm}. Since X is
assumed in4nite we may choose {y1; : : : ; ym}⊂X − {x1; : : : ; xm} in such a way as to
have: {y1; : : : ; ym}∩ (var t˜′1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜′n)= ∅. Then, the substitution ; :M→M deter-
mined by
;(e˜x) =


e˜yi if x = xi;
e˜xi if x = yi;
e˜x for the rest;
which is the analogous in the module of a variable renaming, is such that
(1) ;2 = Id, and hence, W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)=W (;2(t˜1); : : : ; ;2(t˜n))⊂W (;(t˜1); : : : ; ;(t˜n)).
Therefore,
W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) = W (;(t˜1); : : : ; ;(t˜n));
var(;(t˜i))⊂{y1; : : : ; ym}, since
;(t˜i) = ;
(∑
s∈S
tsi e˜s +
m∑
i=1
txii e˜xi
)
=
∑
s∈S
tsi e˜s +
m∑
i=1
txii e˜yi :
Therefore, (var ;(t˜1)∪ · · · ∪ var ;(t˜n))∩ (var t˜′1 ∪ · · · ∪ var t˜′n)= ∅, and we may apply
again the previous theorem.
We thus have shown that, given any collection of M-term pairs, the corresponding
uni4cation problem either has a solution, which is the intersection subspace gener-
ated by the uni4ed M-terms, or it has no solution, in which case the intersection is
void. This will have strong implications below when we interpret programs, since the
impossibility of unifying further signals the end of a resolution process.
We end this section highlighting, for easy reference, a couple of very simple yet
frequently used results; thus no proofs are given. We shall name them respectively,
“injection Lemma”, since it allows to inject a subspace into a higher “dimension”, and
“projection Lemma”, since it allows to extract a component from a subspace.
Lemma 4.9 (Injection lemma). Let x be any variable such that x =∈ (var t˜1 ∪ · · · ∪
var t˜n). 17 Then, W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)×M0 =W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n; e˜x), where e˜x is the basis vector cor-
responding to x∈X .
17 Recall that in point (3) of the consistency conditions (Proposition 3.5, p. 7) we have de4ned var t˜ as a
set of indices and not as a set of M-terms.
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Lemma 4.10 (Projection lemma). Let W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)⊂Mn0 be any ground subspace.
Then, <i(W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n))=W (t˜i); i=1; : : : ; n, where <i denotes the ith canonical pro-
jection.
5. A geometric interpretation of LD-resolution
In this second part of our paper, we address the geometric interpretation of binarised
de4nite logic programs. We begin motivating the procedure we shall follow to attain
the interpretation and then proceed to the formalisation of these ideas.
We have shown in Section 3.3 that given an implementation I we may assign to
each syntactic term t ∈T (X ) an implemented M-term t˜≡I(t)∈M. Hence, we may
de4ne a map (we use the same name so as not to overload the notation) I:T (X )n→Mn
such that to each (t1; : : : ; tn)∈T (X )n it assigns I(t1; : : : ; tn)≡ (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)= (I(t1); : : : ;I
(tn))∈Mn. Moreover, in Section 4, we have shown that to every M-term t˜ there
corresponds a ground a6ne subspace W (˜t). We thus may de4ne a map (again denoted
with the same name) W :Mn→˝(Mn0), where ˝(Mn0) denotes the power-set of Mn0,
such that to each (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n) in Mn it assigns W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)∈˝(Mn0), as de4ned in
De4nition 4.4. Hence, denoting by >≡W ◦I their composition, we have the following
commutative diagram:
(4)
Quite clearly, the above function > veri4es the following already proven properties,
which are collected here in the form of the following corollary for easier further ref-
erence.
Corollary 5.1. The function >=W ◦I veri&es the following properties:
(1) By Theorem 3.9 and Lemma 4.6,
(a) >(t1; : : : ; tn)⊂>(t′1; : : : ; t′n) if and only if (t′1; : : : ; t′n) (t1; : : : ; tn). Therefore,
(b) >(t1; : : : ; tn)=>(t′1; : : : ; t
′
n) if and only if (t1; : : : ; tn)≈ (t′1; : : : ; t′n).
(2) By Theorem 4.7,
(a) >(t1; : : : ; tn)∩>(t′1; : : : ; t′n)= ∅ if and only if no variant of (t′1; : : : ; t′n) uni&es
with (t1; : : : ; tn). Moreover,
(b) if >(t1; : : : ; tn)∩>(t′1; : : : ; t′n) = ∅, then >(t1; : : : ; tn)∩>(t′1; : : : ; t′n)=>((t′1); : : :,
(t′n)), with  an m.g.u. for the term pairs (t1; t
′′
1 ); : : : ; (tn; t
′′
n ), and where
(t′′1 ; : : : ; t
′′
n ) is any variant of (t
′
1; : : : ; t
′
n) which does not share any variables
with (t1; : : : ; tn).
The above corollary is the key point when speaking of a geometric interpretation
since it indeed shows the possibility of transferring uni4cation properties via > from a
syntactic setting T (X )n to a geometric setting. We thus introduce the following notation:
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Given any n-tuple (t1; : : : ; tn)∈T (X )n we shall denote by (t1; : : : ; tn)> its image via the
function >=W ◦I.
Let us now address the problem of describing LD-resolution of binarised de4nite
programs in geometric terms. We thus restrict from now on to this class of programs.
Recall from Section 2.1 that given a goal G and a clause H : −B, an LD-resolution step
proceeds by generating an m.g.u.  of G and H (all variables in H : −B assumed to
be renamed as not to share any of them with G) and applying it to B so as to generate
a new goal (B). Hence, we may represent this resolution step by the notation
G
H : −B;−−−−−→(B): (5)
Quite clearly, all objects intervening in the above resolution step have, via >, a geo-
metric counterpart. Hence we may describe the situation by the following diagram:
(6)
where the question mark denotes a mapping to be determined.
Thus, the 4rst question we address is how to obtain (B)> by geometric means
solely. Here, Prolog comes to the aid. Indeed, we know that if  is an m.g.u. for
(G;H) and ? is an m.g.u. for the term pairs (H; B) and (G; x), where it is assumed
that x =∈ (var(H)∪ var(B)∪ var(G)) then, (?(H); ?(B)) and ((H); (B)) must be vari-
ants. Hence ?(x)= ?(B) and (B) are also variants. Now, since by property 1(b) in
Corollary 5.1, variants are assigned the same a6ne ground subspace via >, we must
have (?(H); ?(B))>=((H); (B))>. Moreover, by property 2(b) in Corollary 5.1 we
then have that (?(H); ?(B))>=(H; B)> ∩ (G; x)> and thus arrive at the following key
equation:
(H; B)> ∩ (G; x)> = ((H); (B))>: (7)
Now the desired (B)> may be obtained from Eq. (7) by observing that, since (G; x)>
is nothing but W (I(G);I(x))=W (G˜; e˜x), then by the injection Lemma 4.9 we have
that (G; x)>=W (G˜)×M0 =G>×M0. Hence, (H; B)> ∩ (G; x)>=(H; B)> ∩G>×M0,
and therefore
(B)> = <2((H; B)> ∩ G> ×M0); (8)
where <2 denotes the canonical projection on the second component.
Interestingly enough, we may further interpret Eq. (8) as the action of a graph on
a set: Indeed, the image of a set by a graph may be de4ned by analogy with the case
when the graph is a function. Thus, let A be a set and R⊂A×A a graph. Then the im-
age of B⊂A by the graph R is by de4nition the set R(B)≡{c∈A | ∃b∈B and (b; c)∈R}.
But observe that this may also be written as R(B)= <2(R∩B×A), which is precisely
of the form of Eq. (8). Hence, we may describe (B)> as the action of the (a6ne)
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graph (H; B)> on the a6ne subspace G>, i.e (B)>=(H; B)>(G>), and now complete
the missing arrow in the graph (6). This is
G
H : −B;−−−−−→ (B)
>

 >
G>
(H;B)>−−−−−→ (B)>
(9)
It is important to stress that the new arrow (H; B)> does not depend on the uni4er 
used, since by property 1(b) in Corollary 5.1, all variants are assigned by > the same
ground subspace.
Certainly, in the above discussion we have only taken into account a single clause
“action”, but the case of several clauses may be easily incorporated by considering the
union of their “actions” on the given goal. But if so done, and if the above interpretation
turns out to be sound, note that, since any clause would give rise to an (H; B)> object,
i.e. an a6ne graph which is also an a6ne ground subspace in M20, we would have a
binarised de4nite program described by a 4nite union of these subspaces, which is the
analogous of an a>ne linear variety. The term “variety” is used here with a meaning
analogous to that which Algebraic Geometry assigns to it.
We now proceed to formalise all these ideas and show that they are indeed sound.
We begin showing that they make sense in the module even in the case when no
implementation of a term algebra is present, thus giving rise, at least from a theoretical
point of view, to a sort of “geometric program” concept, and then prove that they are
compatible with implementations.
5.1. Rules
Inspired by the above discussion we introduce the notion of rules, intended to be the
analogous in our geometric formalism of (syntactic) program clauses. Hence, the words
“rule” and “clause” will always refer to geometric and syntactic objects, respectively.
To be formally consistent we should name them “a6ne linear rules”. However, since
no other kind of rules appear in this work, and thus no ambiguity can arise, we simplify
the naming convention. Moreover, though no other kind of subspace but ground shall
appear, but we have already abused the language by using this terminology, we shall
keep the adjective “ground” throughout to avoid possible misunderstandings.
De"nition 5.2 (Rule). We let a rule be any ground subspace W (˜t; t˜′) in M20, where
(˜t; t˜′)∈M2.
Observe that, since by de4nition rules are subsets of M20, they may be viewed as
graphs and thus composed. Indeed, if T =W (t˜1; t˜2), Q=W (q˜1; q˜2) are two rules, their
composition Q ◦T is de4ned as the set 18 {(˜t; q˜)|∃r˜ and (˜t; r˜)∈T; (˜r; q˜)∈Q}. Moreover,
18 Note that this reminds of a database “join” operation. This is no coincidence, since we have shown
elsewhere [6] that it is possible to formulate relational calculus in an abstract free algebra context.
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as we discussed before, the image of a set by a graph is de4ned by analogy with the
case when the graph is a function, and consistently we may de4ne the action of a rule
on a ground subspace as its image, this is:
De"nition 5.3 (Rule action on ground subspaces). The action of the rule T =W (t˜1; t˜2)
on the ground subspace A=W (q˜) is de4ned thus:
T (A) ≡ {b˜|∃a˜ ∈ A; and (a˜; b˜) ∈ T}:
Equivalently, this is also T (A)= <2((A×M0)∩T ).
Rules, as de4ned above, verify the desirable following properties.
Proposition 5.4 (Rule action properties). The following properties hold:
(A) The composition of any two rules is either void or another rule.
(B) The image of a ground subspace by a rule is either empty or another ground
subspace.
Proof. (A) Let T =W (t˜1; t˜2)⊂M20 and Q=W (q˜1; q˜2)⊂M20 be two rules. Then,
Q ◦ T = {(˜t; q˜)|∃r˜ such that (˜t; r˜) ∈ T and (˜r; q˜) ∈ Q}
= {(˜t; q˜)|∃r˜ such that (˜t; r˜; q˜) ∈ T ×M0 and (˜t; r˜; q˜) ∈M0 × Q}
= {(˜t; q˜)|∃r˜ such that (˜t; r˜; q˜) ∈ T ×M0 ∩M0 × Q}:
Now, if we choose a variable x such that x∈X −(var(q˜1)∪ var(q˜2)∪ var(t˜1)∪ var(t˜2)),
then by the injection Lemma 4.9, we shall have
T ×M0 = W (t˜1; t˜2; e˜x) and M0 × Q = W (e˜x; q˜1; q˜2):
Hence, Q ◦T = ∅ implies W (t˜1; t˜2; e˜x)∩W (e˜x; q˜1; q˜2) = ∅, and thus there exists (r˜1; r˜2; r˜3)
such that
W (r˜1; r˜2; r˜3) = W (t˜1; t˜2; e˜x) ∩W (e˜x; q˜1; q˜2) = T ×M0 ∩M0 × Q:
Therefore, Q ◦T =W (r˜1; r˜3).
(B) Let T =W (t˜1; t˜2) and A=W (q˜). Then,
T (A) = {b˜|∃a˜ such that a˜ ∈ A and (a˜; b˜) ∈ T}
= {b˜|∃a˜ such that (a˜; b˜) ∈ A×M0 and (a˜; b˜) ∈ T}
= {b˜|∃a˜ such that (a˜; b˜) ∈ A×M0 ∩ T}
= <2(A×M0 ∩ T ):
Once again, taking a variable x such that x∈X − (var q˜) and applying the injection
lemma, we have: A×M0 =W (q˜; e˜x). Hence, if T (A) = ∅, there exists (r˜1; r˜2) such that
W (r˜1; r˜2) = W (q˜; e˜x) ∩W (t˜1; t˜2) = A×M0 ∩ T
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and, therefore, by applying the projection Lemma 4.10, we have
T (A) = <2(W (r˜1; r˜2)) = W (r˜2):
This ends the proof.
Note that the behaviour described by property (B) above strongly resembles that of
syntactic clauses when acting, via SLD-resolution on a goal. That the analogy is even
closer is shown by the following lemma, which in our geometric description shows
rules to behave just as clauses do in LP.
Lemma 5.5 (Rule one-step action). Let W (t˜1; t˜2) be a rule and W (˜t) a ground sub-
space such that the M-terms t˜1; t˜2; t˜ do not share variables, i.e. var t˜ ∩ (var t˜1 ∪ var t˜2)
= ∅. Then, if W (t˜1; t˜2)(W (˜t)) = ∅, we must have W (t˜1; t˜2)(W (˜t))=W ((t˜2)), where
∈SM is an m.g.u. for (˜t; t˜1) .
Proof. We know that W (t˜1; t˜2)(W (˜t))= <2(W (t˜1; t˜2)∩W (˜t)×M0), thus, if we can
show that W (t˜1; t˜2)∩W (˜t)×M0 =W ((t˜1); (t˜2)), then applying the projection lemma
we would have
W (t˜1; t˜2)(W (˜t)) = <2(W (t˜1; t˜2) ∩W (˜t)×M0)
= <2(W ((t˜1); (t˜2))) = W ((t˜2));
as desired. Hence, let us prove the second equality above.
(a): ⊃ Clearly, W ((t˜1); (t˜2))⊂W (t˜1; t˜2), by direct application of Lemma 4.6. More-
over, since ∈SM is an m.g.u. for (˜t; t˜1), we have
W ((t˜1); (t˜2)) = W ((˜t); (t˜2)) ⊂ W (˜t; t˜2) ⊂ W (˜t)×M0:
Thus, the desired result follows.
(b): ⊂ Let x be a variable such that x =∈ var t˜ ∪ var t˜1 ∪ var t˜2. Then, by lifting, we shall
have W (˜t)×M0 =W (˜t; e˜x), and also (var t˜1 ∪ var t˜2)∩ (var t˜ ∪ var e˜x)= ∅. But
then by Theorem 4.7, there exists ?∈SM an m.g.u. of (t˜1; t˜2) and (˜t; e˜x) such
that
W (t˜1; t˜2) ∩W (˜t)×M0 = W (?(t˜1); ?(t˜2)) = W (?(˜t); ?(e˜x)):
But then, since  is an m.g.u. for (˜t; t˜1) and ? is a uni4er for (˜t; t˜1), ? must factor
through  (recall De4nition 3.2), hence, there exists !∈SM such that ?= ! ◦ .
But then, again by Lemma 4.6
W (?(t˜1); ?(t˜2)) ⊂ W ((t˜1); (t˜2));
which ends the proof.
Thus, the action of a rule formally captures in the module the action described by
expression (5), for a single LD-resolution step.
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To see that this formal analogy may indeed be used to describe the action of an actual
syntactic clause on a goal, we need to show that the above behaviour is compatible
with implementations. In this regard we give the following.
De"nition 5.6 (Rule associated to a binary clause). Let > be the function de4ned by
the commutative diagram (4), with I a faithful implementation of the term algebra
T (X ) in the free module M. Moreover, let C ≡H←B, be a binarised clause of T (X )
(i.e. H; B∈T (X )). Then, the ground subspace C>⊂M20 de4ned by
C> ≡ (H; B)>
is termed the rule associated to the (binary) clause C induced by the implementation
I. We shall frequently use the synonym (H←B)> for the associated rule (H; B)>,
since it better reminds of the clause it comes from.
That this terminology is justi4ed, is shown by the following lemma. In it, we use
some terminology from LP taken from [24, p. 41]. To ease the reading, we reproduce
it here in summarised form and specialised for binary programs:
De"nition 5.7 (Some precise terminology from LP). (1) Let C =H←B be a bin-
arised de4nite clause 19 and G a binarised goal, assumed not to share any variables.
Then, the goal G′ is said to be derived from G and C using =mgu(G;H) if G′= (B)
(recall expression (5)).
(2) Let P be a binarised de4nite program and G a binarised goal. An SLD-derivation
of P ∪{G} consists of a (possibly in4nite) sequence G0 =G;G1; G2; : : : of goals, a
sequence C1; C2; : : : of program clauses of P, and a sequence of m.g.u.’s 1; 2; : : :,
such that each Gi+1 is derived from Gi and Ci+1 using i+1, i=0; 1; : : :. Each Ci+1
is understood to be a variant of the corresponding program clause so that it does
not contain any variables which have already appeared in the derivation up to Gi. 20
Derivations may be &nite or in&nite.
(3) A 4nite derivation which ends in the goal true is called a successful SLD-
derivation or an SLD-refutation, while if it ends in a non-empty goal which is not
the goal true it is called a failed SLD-derivation.
Since we need to refer frequently to the sequence of goals de4ned in point (2) of the
above, for brevity, we slightly abuse the language by referring to the sequence of goals
constructed by a derivation just as a “derivation”, when the clauses and the uni4ers
used need not be speci4ed. Thus, the sentence “G0 =G;G1; G2; : : : is a derivation”
should be understood to mean “G0 =G;G1; G2; : : : is a sequence of goals constructed
by a derivation”, etc. Since no misunderstanding may arise we also drop the “SLD”
pre4x. With these conventions in hand we may now proceed:
19 Thus, its body is either an atom or a variable.
20 This may be achieved, for instance, by subscripting all variables in Gi; i=0; 1; : : : and in Ci; i=1; 2; : : :
by i, where G0 =G is to be understood.
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Lemma 5.8 (Single-clause one-step derivations). Let T (X ) be a term algebra and
C ≡H←B a binarised clause of T (X ). Moreover, let G;G′ ∈T (X ) and I :T (X )→M
a faithful implementation. Then the following hold:
(A) If G is a failed (one-step) derivation of {C}∪ {G} then
(H ← B)>G> = ∅:
(B) If G;G′ is a (one-step) derivation of {C}∪ {G} then
(H ← B)>G> = G′> = ∅:
Proof. (A) If G is a failed derivation, then G and H ′ do not unify, where H ′ is any
variant of H which does not share variables with G. But then, since I is faithful,
I(G) and I(H ′) cannot unify, and given that var(I(G))∩ var(I(H ′))= var(G)∩
var(H ′)= ∅ (recall the compatibility condition for variables, i.e. point 3, in Proposition
3.5), we conclude, by Theorem 4.7, that G> ∩H ′>= ∅, and since H>=H ′>, because
H ≈H ′, we have G> ∩H>= ∅. Therefore,
(H ← B)>G> = <2((H; B)> ∩ G> ×M0) = ∅:
(B) If G;G′ is a derivation of {C}∪ {G} then, on the one hand, there exist H ′; B′ ∈
T (X ) such that H ′←B′ is a “variant” of H←B with no common variables with G,
and on the other, there exists ∈ST (X ); =mgu(G;H ′) such that (B′)=G′. But then,
again by point (3) in Proposition 3.5, varI(G)∩ (varI(H ′)∪ varI(B′))= ∅, and by
the m.g.u. transfer Theorem 3.6,  is a m.g.u. of I(G) and I(H ′). Therefore, rule
action on varieties (Proposition 5.4), and the fact that (H←B)>=(H ′←B′)> gives
(H ← B)>G> = (H ′; B′)>G> = W ((I(B′)))
=W (I((B′))) = W (I((G′)))
=G′>:
Since G′> is a ground subspace, it is non-empty.
Note that this is, as desired, a sound translation into our geometric language of the
process of deriving the goal G′= (B) from the goal G and the clause C ≡H←B
(with fresh variables), using =mgu(H;G), via SLD-resolution. Thus, the induced
implementation of a binary clause, behaves as it should. This is one of the key results
intervening in the proofs for the main theorems of our present work. Moreover, the
adequacy of the adjective “geometric” is clear since all objects involved in the above
description are a6ne ground subspaces and a single-step derivation is translated by
the action (or image) of an a6ne graph contained in M0×M0 on an a6ne ground
subspace of M0, which is a simple and straight forward generalisation of the image
via an a6ne function of an a6ne subspace.
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5.2. Finite unions of ground subspaces: linear varieties
We have argued in the introductory discussion for this section, that to describe in
our framework the action of a program with more than one clause, we need consider
4nite unions of ground subspaces. Quite clearly, the union of two ground subspaces
needs not be a ground subspace (as is the case for usual a6ne subspaces). However,
under adequate hypotheses about the underlying ring R, 4nite unions do show some
regularity. The following lemma and its corollary clarify this matter.
Since the reader at this point should hopefully have become rather familiar with
the objects dealt with, we shall simplify our notation in the following way: We use
capital vectors to denote n-tuples of M-terms, i.e. T˜ ≡ (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n)∈Mn. Then, consis-
tently, if  is any M-endomorphism, we let: (T˜ )≡ ((t˜1); : : : ; (t˜n)). Moreover, we
let: W (T˜ )≡W (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n). With this notation we have the following result.
Lemma 5.9 (Irreducibility property). Assume the ring 21 R to contain the &eld of ra-
tional numbers Q and consider the free left R-module M=R(S ∪ X ) (recall De&nition
1) with S = ∅. Then, for any T˜ ; P˜1; : : : ; P˜m ∈Mn,
W (T˜ ) ⊂ (W (P˜1) ∪ · · · ∪W (P˜m))⇒ ∃i ∈ {1; : : : ; m} such that W (T˜ ) ⊂ W (P˜i):
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of variables in T˜ , i.e. on #var T˜ .
If var T˜ = ∅ then W (T˜ )= {T˜} and the result trivially follows.
Assume the result valid for those T˜ such that #var T˜ = k and let var T˜ = {x1; : : : ; xk ;
xk+1}. Choose an index 3∈ S = ∅, within the symbol indices, to build the family of
M-term substitutions {}N∈{1;:::;m+1} de4ned by
N (e˜x) =
{
Ne˜3 if x = xk+1;
e˜x if x = xk+1;
where the product Ne˜3 makes sense in M since we are assuming Q⊂R and N ∈
{1; : : : ; m + 1}⊂N. Note that every N eliminates the variable xk+1. Clearly then,
var N (T˜ )= {x1; : : : ; xk}, and since by Lemma 4.6, W (N (T˜ ))⊂W (T˜ ), we shall have
W (N (T˜ )) ⊂ W (T˜ ) ⊂ (W (P˜1) ∪ · · · ∪W (P˜m)):
Then, applying the induction hypothesis we have that for each N ∈{1; : : : ; m+1} there
exists jN ∈{1; : : : ; m} such that W (N (T˜ ))⊂W (P˜jN ). But the “pigeon-hole” principle
then implies that there exist j0 ∈{1; : : : ; m} and N1; N2, with N1 =N2, such that
(W (N1 (T˜ )) ∪W (N2 (T˜ ))) ⊂ W (P˜j0 );
from which we must have (W (N1 (T˜ ))⊂W (P˜j0 ) and (W (N2 (T˜ ))⊂W (P˜j0 ). But again,
by Lemma 4.6, there exist two substitutions !1; !2 ∈SM, which recalling that T˜ ∈Mn
21 Recall that we are assuming R to be a DF-ring throughout.
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is of the form (t˜1; : : : ; t˜n), and writing in components, verify
!1(P˜j0 ) = N1 (T˜ ) =


N1 (t˜1) =
∑
s∈S
ts1e˜s +
k∑
l=1
txl1 e˜xl + t
xk+1
1 N1e˜3;
...
N1 (t˜n) =
∑
s∈S
tsne˜s +
k∑
l=1
txln e˜xl + t
xk+1
n N1e˜3;
!2(P˜j0 ) = N2 (T˜ ) =


N2 (t˜1) =
∑
s∈S
ts1e˜s +
k∑
l=1
txl1 e˜xl + t
xk+1
1 N2e˜3;
...
N2 (t˜n) =
∑
s∈S
tsne˜s +
k∑
l=1
txln e˜xl + t
xk+1
n N2e˜3:
Hence, !1 − !2 ∈SM veri4es the condition:
(!1 − !2)(P˜j0 ) = (txk+11 (N1 − N2)e˜3; : : : ; txk+1n (N1 − N2)e˜3) ∈Mn:
If we now consider the mapping h :M→M that to each r˜ assigns h(˜r)= ((!1 −
!2) (˜r))3((1=(N1 − N2)) ˜exn+1 − (N1=(N1 − N2))e˜3), where ((!1 − !2) (˜r))3 denotes the
3-component of the image by (!1−!2), it is easy to see that h∈E and, moreover, this
endomorphism h is such that
(!1 + h)(P˜j0 )
=
(∑
s∈S
ts1e˜s +
k∑
l=1
txl1 e˜xl + t
xk+1
1 N1e˜3; : : : ;
∑
s∈S
tsne˜s +
k∑
l=1
txln e˜xl + t
xk+1
n N1e˜3
)
+
(
txk+11 (N1 − N2)
(
1
N1 − N2 ˜exn+1 −
N1
N1 − N2 e˜3
)
; : : : ;
txk+1n (N1 − N2)
(
1
N1 − N2 ˜exn+1 −
N1
N1 − N2 e˜3
))
=
(∑
s∈S
ts1e˜s +
k∑
l=1
txl1 e˜xl + t
xk+1
1 ˜ek+1; : : : ;
∑
s∈S
tsne˜s +
k∑
l=1
txln e˜xl + t
xk+1
n ˜ek+1
)
= T˜ :
Therefore, again by Lemma 4.6, W (T˜ )⊂W (P˜i).
Thus, for free-modules over these rings which contain Q, though 4nite unions of
ground subspaces (i.e. linear varieties) are not in general ground subspaces, the ground
subspaces they contain must be found within one of the components in the union and
thus these components have a kind of “irreducibility” property. Note that, as a close
look at the proof shows, it would su6ce to require R to contain any in4nite 4eld as
a sub-ring (e.g. the 4eld of fractions Z2(X )). However, we have chosen the above
phrasing in terms of Q for conceptual ease. Note further that since the implementation
based on the semigroup-ring (recall Eq. (2)) allows for the choice of the 4eld K, it is
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enough to choose a characteristic zero 4eld to ful4l the requirements for the previous
Lemma 5.9 to hold.
A straight forward consequence of this lemma is the following corollary, which states
that the “gluing” of a reasonable 4nite collection (i.e. a collection with no piece strictly
contained in another) of ground subspaces gives rise to an essentially unique object.
Corollary 5.10 (Irreducible decompositions). Let the ring R contain Q, and let the
free left R-module M0 =R(S) be such that S = ∅. Further, let T˜1; : : : ; T˜k ∈Mn, P˜1; : : : ;
P˜k′ ∈Mn be such that
(1) ∀i; j∈{1; : : : ; k} i = j ⇒ W (T˜i) ⊂W (T˜j),
(2) ∀i; j∈{1; : : : ; k ′} i = j ⇒ W (P˜i) ⊂W (P˜j),
(3) W (T˜1)∪ · · · ∪W (T˜k)=W (P˜1)∪ · · · ∪W (P˜k′).
Then, there exists a bijection 3 : {1; : : : ; k}→{1; : : : ; k ′} such that
W (T˜i) = W ( ˜P3(i)):
Thus, we have that “reasonable” unions of ground subspaces are well behaved when
glued together. Hence we introduce the following formal de4nition for them.
De"nition 5.11 (Linear variety). Let {Wi}ki=1, where Wi⊂Mn0 for some 4xed n, be any
4nite (possibly void) collection of ground subspaces. We then call their union
⋃k
i=1Wi
a linear variety, and call each of the Wi a component of the linear variety. Moreover,
if a linear variety L is written as L=
⋃l
i=1Wi we say that the family {Wi}li=1 is a
decomposition of the linear variety L. Further, if the components of a decomposition
verify the condition ∀i∈{1; : : : ; l} Wi ⊂
⋃
j 	=i Wj we shall qualify the corresponding
decomposition as irreducible. Finally, we denote the set of all linear varieties in Mn0
by L
(
Mn0
)
.
Note that, in general, for any 4nite family {Wi}ki=1 of arbitrary nonempty sets,
extracting a sub-family {Wi}li=1 such that ∀i; j∈{1; : : : ; l} i = j ⇒ Wi ⊂Wj and⋃
i∈{1;:::;k}Wi =
⋃
j∈{1;:::;l}Wj is trivial. Note that any decomposition irreducible in the
sense of the above de4nition veri4es this last condition, which in general does not im-
ply irreducibility in our sense. However, by Lemma 5.9, when Q⊂R, both conditions
are equivalent for linear varieties, and hence {Wi}li=1 is an irreducible decomposition
if and only if for all i; j∈{1; : : : ; l}, i = j implies Wi ⊂Wj.
Observe that linear varieties verify the following obvious properties.
Proposition 5.12. The following hold:
(1) ∅;Mn0 ∈L
(
Mn0
)
,
(2) ∀A; B∈L (Mn0), A∪B; A∩B∈L (Mn0).
With these properties in sight it is tempting to further follow the algebraic geometry
analogy and introduce in our framework the analogous of the Zariski topology, whose
closed sets are the arbitrary intersections of algebraic varieties. Unfortunately, it is easy
to build an example of an in4nite chain of 4nitely generated ground subspaces whose
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intersection is not 4nitely generated. Thus, arbitrary intersections of linear varieties in
our context need not be in general linear varieties.
We now may extend the action of rules to linear varieties via the following result,
which is an immediate corollary of rule action properties (Proposition 5.4):
Corollary 5.13 (Rule action on linear varieties). Let A be a linear variety in L (M0).
Then:
(1) If T is a rule, then T (A) is a linear variety in L (M0).
(2) If T ∈L (M0×M0) is a linear variety of rules, then T (A) is a linear variety
in L (M0), and moreover, in this case, if T =T1 ∪ · · · ∪Tn then
T (A) =
n⋃
i=1
Ti(A):
Point (2) above prompts us to introduce the following de4nition.
De"nition 5.14 (Action generated by a linear variety (ALV)). Let T ∈L (M0×M0)
be a linear variety of rules. Then we call the function
AT : L (M0) −→ L (M0) ;
A → AT ≡ T (A)
the action generated by the linear variety (ALV) of rules T .
We stress that all of the above de4nitions and properties make sense even if no
implementation is present and thus de4ne a geometric framework, which at least for-
mally, captures the behaviour of de4nite programs with SLD-resolution. That this is
not just a formal adaptation but a proper generalisation is shown below by reproducing
the main syntactic features of resolution.
5.3. ALV’s for binarised de&nite programs
We recall from Section 2.1, that a binarised de4nite program P is de4ned by a 4nite
collection of clauses of the form Hi←Bi, where the Hi’s are atoms and the Bi’s are
either atoms or variables. If all of the Hi’s and Bi’s are taken from a term algebra
T (X ), we shall say that the program P is a program of T (X ). In light of the discussion
beginning this section and consistently with the de4nition of the rule associated to a
binary clause (De4nition 5.6, p. 19), we de4ne now the linear variety associated to a
binarised de4nite program.
De"nition 5.15 (Linear variety associated to a binarised de4nite program). Let > be
the composition function W ◦I (recall the commutative diagram (4)), with I a faith-
ful implementation of the term algebra T (X ) in the free module M and let P=
{H1←B1; : : : ; Hn←Bn}, be a binarised de4nite program of T (X ). Then, the linear
variety P> ∈L
(
M20
)
de4ned by
P> ≡ (H1; B1)> ∪ · · · ∪ (Hn; Bn)>
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is termed the linear variety associated to the program P induced by the implementa-
tion I.
Thus, the linear variety P> associated to the program P= {C1; : : : ; Cn} (and induced
by I), is, according to De4nition 5.6, nothing but the linear variety formed by the
union of the family of ground subspaces {(Ci)>}ni=1 associated to the given program
clauses. Moreover, according to De4nition 5.11, the family {(Ci)>}ni=1 aKords a de-
composition of P>. Further, in light of De4nition 5.14, this associated linear variety
P>, generates an ALV, AP> which we shall term the ALV associated to a program
(induced by I 22 ).
We now arrive at the point where we may pose the central question of our present
work: Does the ALV associated to a program, AP> , when acting on the ground sub-
space associated to a given goal, G>, reproduce in our geometric language the SLD-
derivations of the original program? This is answered by the following two theorems.
The 4rst shows that the action of the ALV AP> induced by any faithful implementa-
tion I of any binary de4nite program P on any goal G, results in the linear variety
which is the union of the ground subspaces associated to those goals which are deriv-
able via an SLD-derivation of the original program acting on the initial goal G. The
second shows that on a free R-module M=R(S∪X ), such that the term algebra T (X )
contains at least a constant symbol (i.e. ∃c0 ∈ S with ar(c0)= 0; recall the notations in
Section 3.1), and where the ring R is such that Q⊂R, any irreducible decomposition
of this resulting linear variety, is such that its components are the ground subspaces
associated to the most general goals (in the sense of instantiation ordering) derivable
by the corresponding SLD-derivations.
Theorem 5.16. Let T (X ) be a term algebra and P a binarised de&nite program of
T (X ). Moreover, let G ∈T (X ) and I :T (X )→M a faithful implementation. Then,
for all G ∈T (X ) and k ∈N,
Pk>(G>) =
⋃

G′>
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃(G1; : : : ; Gk−1) ∈ T (X )k−1 such that
G; G1; : : : ; Gk−1; G′ is a derivation
of P ∪ {G}

 ;
where Pk> denotes the kth composition of the graph P>.
Proof. The proof of the double inclusion is constructed by induction on k, the number
of steps in the corresponding derivation.
First, if we assume the program P to be de4ned by the set of clauses P= {C1; : : : ;
Cn}, then note that the rule (geometric object) associated to the ith program clause by
the faithful implementation I is (Ci)>. Now for the proof:
(A) Let k =1. Then, if G;G′ is a derivation of P ∪{G} there exists a clause Ci, and
thus an index i∈{1; : : : ; n}, such that G;G′ is a derivation of {Ci; G}. But then,
22 When the implementation is clear from the context, we shall omit explicit reference to it.
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by the single-clause one-step derivation Lemma 5.8, we shall have that
G′> = (Ci)>(G>) ⊂
n⋃
i=1
(Ci)>(G>) ⊂ P>(G>):
But then, their union is also contained in P>(G>), i.e.⋃{G′>|G;G′ is a derivation of P ∪ {G}} ⊂ P>(G>);
which shows the 4rst containment.
Conversely, for every clause, and hence for every index i∈{1; : : : ; n}, we have
again by the same lemma:
(Ci)>(G>) =


∅ if G is a failed derivation of {Ci; G};
or
G′> if G;G
′ is a derivation of {Ci; G}:
In any case, (Ci)>(G>) is contained in the union of the ground subspaces⋃{G′>|G;G′ is a derivation of P ∪ {G}}
and therefore,
P>(G>) ⊂
⋃{G′>|G;G′ is a derivation of P ∪ {G}};
which shows the other inclusion and, thus, the induction basis.
(B) Assume the result proven for k−1-step derivations. Then, if G;G1; : : : ; Gk−1; G′ is
a derivation of P ∪{G}, by the induction hypothesis we have that (Gk−1)>⊂Pk−1>
(G>), and since Gk−1; G′ is a derivation of P ∪{Gk−1} we have that
G′> ⊂ P>((Gk−1)>)) ⊂ P>(Pk−1> (G>)) = Pk>(G>);
which shows the 4rst inclusion.
Conversely, since Pk>(G>)=P>(P
k−1
> (G>)), we have that
Pk>(G>) = P>(P
k−1
> (G>))
=
⋃{
P>((Gk−1)>)
∣∣∣∣ ∃G;G1; : : : ; Gk−1a derivation of P ∪ {G}
}
⊂⋃
{
G′>
∣∣∣∣ ∃G;G1; : : : ; Gk−1; G
′
a derivation of P ∪ {G}
}
;
which shows the other inclusion, and thus ends the proof.
This 4rst central theorem shows that, for a given binarised de4nite program, the
iterated application of the corresponding a>ne ALV is sound, since at every iteration
step, every ground subspace in the generated linear variety corresponds to a derivation
of the original program.
However, the question as to whether the goals generated in an n-step SLD-derivation
are recognisable within the linear variety (a union) generated by the iterated action of
the ALV remains unanswered. This is the point of the following.
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Theorem 5.17. Let > :T (X )→M be a faithful implementation of the term algebra
T (X ) in the free R-module M, in which the ring R is such that Q⊂R. Moreover, let
P be a binarised de&nite program of T (X ) and G ∈T (X ), and let
Pn>(G>) = W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wk
with W1; : : : ; Wk an irreducible decomposition (recall De&nition 5.11) of the linear
variety Pn>(G>). Then:
(A) There exist a collection of goals F1; : : : ; Fk ∈T (X ) such that for each of them
there exists a sequence Hi1; : : : ; H
i
n−1, with H
i
j ∈T (X ), such that,
(1) each G;H i1; : : : ; H
i
n−1; Fi is a derivation of P ∪{G}, with the property;
(2) Wi =(Fi)>, i∈{1; : : : ; k}.
(B) Moreover, if T (X ) has at least a constant (i.e. a 0-ary symbol), then for any
other G;G′1; : : : ; G
′
n−1; G
′, n-step derivation of P ∪{G}, G′ must be an instance
of one of the above Fi’s, i.e. ∃i∈{1; : : : ; k} | Fi  G′.
Proof. Assume the program P to have m clauses, i.e. P= {C1; : : : ; Cm}, and let us
employ the simpli4ed notation Ri≡ (Ci)>; i= ; 1; : : : ; m to denote the corresponding
rules. Then, to prove (A) note that the distributive law of composition ◦ with respect
to set-theoretic union ∪ allows us to write:
Pn> = (Ri ∪ · · · ∪Rm)n =
⋃
<∈Paths
R<(n) ◦ · · · ◦R<(1);
where Paths is the set of all functions < : {1; : : : ; n}→{1; : : : ; m}, each function repre-
senting a possible choice or “path”. Therefore, the action of Pn> on G> may be written
as
Pn>(G>) =
⋃
<∈Paths
(R<(n) ◦ · · · ◦R<(1))(G>): (10)
Now note that only those paths <∈Paths, such that R<(n) ◦ · · · ◦R<(1)(G>) = ∅, do
contribute to the union. Hence, if we denote the set of all paths verifying the above
non-emptiness condition by 8, we may write Eq. (10) as
Pn>(G>) =
⋃
<∈8
(R<(n) ◦ · · · ◦R<(1))(G>): (11)
Moreover, it is easy to show, based on Lemma 5.8, and by induction on n, that for
every such <∈8 there must exist an n-step derivation G;H<1 ; : : : ; H<n of P ∪{G} such
that for each step s∈{1; : : : ; n},
(H<s )> = (R<(s) ◦ · · · ◦R<(1))(G>):
Therefore, we may write Eq. (11) as
Pn>(G>) =
⋃
<∈8
(H<n )>:
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Now, we may clearly choose from within the (4nite) collection of ground subspaces
{(H<n )>}<∈8 a sub-collection {(H<in )>}k
′
i=1 such that (recall the comments following
De4nition 5.11):
(1) ∀i; j∈{1; : : : ; k ′}; i = j ⇒ (H<in )> ⊂ (H<jn )>,
(2) Pn>(G>)=
⋃n
i=1(H
<i
n )>.
Then, since by hypothesis Q⊂R, using the irreducibility property (Lemma 5.9), this
union is also an irreducible decomposition of the linear variety Pn>(G>).
Thus, we have shown that for each i∈{1; : : : ; k ′} there exists a derivation G;H<i1 ;
: : : ; H<in such that P
n
>(G>)=
⋃n
i=1(H
<i
n )>. Hence, if we could show that the Wi’s in the
original irreducible decomposition coincide with the (H<in )>’s in the irreducible decom-
position we have found, we would have proven the 4rst part of the theorem. But this is
precisely what Corollary 5.10, on irreducible decompositions implies, since it states we
must have k = k ′ and a permutation ? : {1; : : : ; k}→{1; : : : ; k ′} such that W?(i) = (H<in )>.
Thus, taking for each i∈{1; : : : ; k}, F?(i)≡H<in and H?(i)j ≡H<ij ; j=1; : : : ; (n − 1), the
desired result follows, thus showing part (A).
To show (B), let G;G′1; : : : ; G
′
n−1; G
′ be a derivation of P ∪{G}. Then, there must
exist a sequence on n program clauses, and therefore a “path” <0 ∈Paths, whose ap-
plication produces this derivation. Then, applying this path <0 in the geometric setting,
and again applying repeatedly Lemma 5.8 we shall have
G′> = (R<0(n) ◦ · · · ◦R<0(1))(G>):
Now, by Eq. (10), we have that G′>⊂Pn>(G>), and since by hypothesis Pn>(G>)=W1
∪ · · · ∪Wk , then G′>⊂
⋃k
i=1Wi. Therefore, by Lemma 5.9, there exists an Wi such that
G′>⊂Wi =(Fi)>, the equality stemming from the 4rst part of the theorem. Finally, this
last inclusion implies, by Lemma 4.6, that I(Fi)  I(G′), which by the poset structure
Lemma 3.9, implies Fi  G′. This shows (B) and ends the proof.
Thus, given a faithful implementation I, the components in any irreducible decom-
position of the linear variety resulting from the nth iterated action of the ALV AP>
associated to a program P, are precisely those ground subspaces associated to the most
general terms, in the sense of usual instantiation ordering, resulting from any n-step
derivation, since any others are instances of the former. Therefore, all and every n-
step SLD-derivations of the original program P are recoverable from our geometric
description.
6. Summary, discussion and suggestions for further work
Our work shows that it is possible to interpret a binarised de4nite logic program in a
geometric framework which is closer to dynamical systems than to logic. The building
blocks of our framework are the ground subspaces, a family of a6ne subspaces in each
Mn0, where M0 is a free 4nitely generated module over a DF-ring which embeds an
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in4nite 4eld. The ground subspaces verify three basic properties:
(1) If W1; W2⊂Mn0 are ground subspaces, then W1 ∩W2 is either empty or another
ground subspace.
(2) If W ⊂Mn0 is a ground subspace, then the Cartesian product W ×M0⊂Mn+10 is
so too.
(3) If W ;W1; : : : ; Wr ⊂Mn0 are ground subspaces such that W ⊂W1 ∪ · · · ∪Wr , then
W ⊂Wi for some i=1; : : : ; r.
All 4nite unions of ground subspaces in Mn0 form L(M
n
0), the set of linear vari-
eties in Mn0. Our geometric interpretation framework, which consists on L(M0) and
L(M20), may be then summarised in the following way: Due to properties (1) and
(2) above, to each linear variety T ∈L(M20), there corresponds an associated action
(ALV) AT which is the function
AT : L (M0) −→ L (M0)
A → AT ≡ T (A):
The interpretation of a binarised de4nite program in our geometric framework is
attained via two functions:
(1) A function > :T (X )→L (M0), which assigns to each syntactic term t ∈T (X ),
a ground subspace, with the important property that t  t′⇔ t′>⊂ t>. Hence,
t′>= t>⇔ t≈ t′.
(2) An ALV AP> :L(M0)→L(M0), which is obtained from the binarisation of the
original de4nite program P and such that:
AnP> = P
n
>(t>) =
⋃{
t′>
∣∣∣∣ t
′ is the nth term appearing
in an SLD-derivation of P ∪ t
}
:
Moreover, because of property (3) above, each component of an irreducible de-
composition of Pn>(t>) comes, through > from a term appearing in an nth step
SLD-derivation of P ∪ t. Further, any term appearing in the nth step of an SLD-
derivation of P ∪ t, is an instance of one of the terms generating the corresponding
irreducible decomposition of Pn>(t>).
It is interesting to note that we may adapt the above framework so as to reproduce
other important characteristics of de4nite programs, such as correct answers and com-
puted answers. Let us show, as a means of an example, how the last may be done.
Assume we are given a binarised de4nite program P and a term t ∈T (X ). We shall
“binarise” the initial goal G0 in the following (diKerent) manner:
G0 = [# (t; yes(x1; : : : ; xk))]>;
where {x1; : : : ; xk}= var(t), and yes is a new k-ary symbol, which does not occur in
P. Second, let us consider the new coupled system
Gn = P>(Gn−1);
Outn = Print(Gn); (12)
where the rule Print is de4ned as Print=(yes(x1; : : : ; xk); yes(x1; : : : ; xk))>. Then by
construction, the successful derivations of the program P ∪ t are precisely those of
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P ∪{# (t; yes(x1; : : : ; xk))}, in which the last term is of the form yes(t1; : : : ; tk). More-
over, t1; : : : ; tk is precisely the result of applying the substitutions in the derivation on
x1; : : : ; xk , i.e. it is the computed answer of the derivation. Now, it is clear from (12)
that
Outn = Print(Pn>(G0))
=
⋃
;∈Paths
Print((H;(n) ← B;(n))> ◦ · · · ◦ (H;(1) ← B;(1))(G0));
where P= {H1←B1; : : : ; Hk ←Bk} and Paths= {; : {1; : : : ; n}→{1; : : : ; k}}, as in the
last theorem. Since the domain of the rule Print is yes(x1; : : : ; xk)> we shall have
that Outn is the union of those ground subspaces corresponding to terms of the form
yes(t1; : : : ; tk), in which t1; : : : ; tk is the computed answer of a successful n-step deriva-
tion. This, via the Soundness Theorem of LP (see [24, p. 43]), implies that we may
describe the correct answers (i.e. logical consequences of the program) and thus this
geometric framework may be shown to capture the usual least Herbrand model seman-
tics of de4nite logic programs.
We thus have shown that it is possible to describe SLD-refutation=resolution of
de4nite binary programs in our geometrical framework. Thus, a programming language
such as pure Prolog, completely falls within our description. We stress that since we
are assuming a binarised form for the de4nite program, there is really only one choice
possible for selection in a derivation, therefore, we really describe LD-resolution, as
in Prolog. Moreover, since the ALV associated to a program acts at a time on all
branches of the derivation tree, all 4nite success branches are eventually found. Thus,
our description would correspond, in the nomenclature of Lloyd (see [24, p. 59]), to
a fair search rule.
We have not explored the relation between our ALV associated to a program and the
4rst step operator. Certainly, a close relationship should be expected, since the variety
associated to a program contains all ground instances in the moduleM of the rules and
hence, via implementation, of the program clauses. Rather special constructions to study
the properties of the 4rst-step operator in a generalised dynamical systems framework
can be found in the LP literature such as that rooted in the Vietoris space (the set
of compact sets of a topological space, endowed with the Vietoris topology [14]) of
a compacti4cation of the Herbrand base for the program, in the manner described by
Seda and Hitzler in reference [29], where the behaviour of strictly level-decreasing logic
programs is analysed. The authors propose a particular embedding of the Herbrand base
into the unit interval so as to build a compact metric space 23 and an hyperbolic IFS
by means of which to show continuity of the 4rst-step operator. Their work is deeply
rooted in model theory. However, note that our framework, though purely algebraic,
shows a close formal parallelism between our ALVs and the iterated function systems
(IFSs) described in the dynamical systems literature (see for instance [8]) de4ned
on the space H(X ) of compact subsets of X endowed with the HausdorK metric.
23 This process may in fact be viewed as eKecting a Z-transform so as to obtain converging power series
in the interval and imposing the Cantor topology. We thank one of the referees for pointing this out.
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Indeed, these IFSs are of the form
IFS : H(X ) −→ H(X );
A → IFS(A);
where IFS(A) is the (a6ne) graph obtained by the action of the union of a 4nite family
of a6ne, usually contractive, mappings on a complete metric space. In our formalism
the contractivity condition does not even make sense, since we have de4ned no metric,
nor have we endowed our module with a topological structure. Our description is
purely algebraic and thus describes a kind of syntactic IFS dynamics, as opposed to
the cited works which heavily rely on model theory and thus may be quali4ed as
semantic in nature. This “algebraicity” may turn out to be an advantage: Indeed, the
implementation based on the semi-group ring KS∗, brieIy described at the end of
Section 3.3, is specially Iexible since we may freely choose the 4eld K, as long as
it contains Q; then, we may further de4ne a metric which at a time carries the usual
ultra-metric employed in LP (see, for instance [24]) and turns M into a Hilbert space
of square integrable real or complex sequences, i.e. of the kind l2(R) or l2(C). Hence,
in this manner, we may easily impose a metric (topology) so as to better suit our
needs. This Iexibility is absent in the above formulations.
We must acknowledge that the cited works address programs of a much more general
nature than we do in our present work. Indeed, this being only an attempt to establish
a suitable framework, we have only addressed the simplest case of de4nite programs.
Thus, a natural next step is to try to include negation in our formalism. At least
“negation as failure” should be attainable. For this target, clarifying how the interplay
between the 4rst step operator and level maps is eKected in our formalism seems
necessary.
Some further questions of a rather general nature naturally arise:
• May subspaces be used as computational devices themselves and thus provide a
new computing paradigm? Certainly, the theory is in a stage in which trying to
compute with subspaces seems possible. However, in order to be able to compute
geometrically, an e6cient way of calculating subspace intersections is needed. In this
regard, the methods used in geometric algebra (see for instance [18,19]), which deal
with non-metric geometry and allow for a direct calculus with geometric objects,
seem well suited. These methods have already been successfully used in the context
of mechanical geometrical theorem proving [21] and show signi4cantly enhanced
proofs as compared to other more standard methods. However, Geometric Algebra
is formulated in a vector space setting and thus the theory is not directly applicable
to our free module framework and hence would have to be reworked. At present,
we do not know if this is possible.
• Are “inverse” type problems, such as anti-uni&cation, tractable in our geometric
framework? Certainly, it is reasonable to think that if uni4cation is nothing but
intersection of appropriate subspaces, anti-uni4cation should be describable by means
of some subspace obtained from the union of the corresponding associated subspaces.
A 4rst candidate would have to be some subspace, least in some sense, containing
both. Whether this is so or not has yet to be explored. We do know, however, that
this is a di6cult problem, since as we already commented after Property 5.12, it is
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easy to build an example of an in4nite chain of 4nitely generated subspaces whose
intersection is not 4nitely generated. Thus, Zariski-type topological arguments are
not, at least directly, usable.
• Is a geometric interpretation of &rst-order languages possible? The faithful im-
plementation on the semi-group ring KS∗ proposed in [4], brieIy described at the
end of Section 3.3, is easily shown to aKord a pre-interpretation (according to the
de4nition given in [24, p. 12]) of any 4rst order language, with domain an ap-
propriate free KS∗-module. It seems then quite plausible to address the possibility
of extending this to an interpretation in the usual way, i.e. by assigning to each
predicate symbol a relation in M of the appropriate arity. If this were possible
we then would have opened the way into a class of interpretations of Logic in an
a6ne (non-commutative) geometry setting. Of course the tricky point here is again
negation.
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